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Lessons in Leg-Yielding
This elementary movement has several benefits
for both horses and riders.
BYGERHARD POLITZ

O n e of the most elementary Weral movements in dressage, legyielding is introduced at First
Level. like most aspects of dressage, legyielding may seem simple in concept
yet is challenging to execute absolutely
correctly. This exercise can benefit your
horse in many ways, and so it is wonh
the time and effort to learn how to do a
proper leg-yield. In this article, I will explain the purpose and method of the
leg-yield. the aids, and various leg-yield
exercises that you can use to make
your horse more supple and responsive to your aids.

formed o n the diagonar (Eil), in
which case the horse should be as close
aspossible to parallel (-nearly parallel,"
per the I I I ) to the long sides of the
arena, although his forehand should be
slightly in advance of his hindquarters_
It can also be performed 'along the
walr (FE.1), in which case the horse
should be at an angle of about 35 degrees to the direction in which he is
moving (from the American Horse
ShowsAssociation and FEI rule hooks).

Leg-Yield Defined
When a horse pettorms a leg-

yield, he moves on two tracks forward and sideways away from the
rider's inside kg. Leg-yield is performed in the walk and in the trot.
It is generally considered the easiest of the lateral movements and
should be taught before shoulderin, haunches-in. and half-pass.
Some classical purists argue that
kg-yielding should be referred to
asa -two-track movement, not as
a lateral movement, because it
does not require bend. However,
together with the more advanced
movement o f shoulder-in, kgyielding is the best means of mak,
ing a horse supple. loose, and un

constrained so as to facilitate the
freedom, elasticity, and regularity
of his paces and the hamiony,
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Leg-yielding loosens and supples the
horse as he responds to the rider's sideways driving aids. The crossing of the
legs. and especially the slightly increased
lowering of the inside hip, facilitates the
loosening effect. Leg-yielding is particularly useful as a warm-up exercise but
also can be helpful in moments of correction throughout the work when the
horses response to the sideways
driving aids is not as desired (e.g.,
when the haunches fall out or when
there are problems in the half-pass),
leg-yielding is also a mdimentary
tool to straighten the horse before
he has learned shoulder-in and is
ready for collected work.
Leg-yielding is also of great benefit in training the rider. For many
beginners, work on the kg-yield
makes them fully aware for the first
time that they have two reins and
two legs and HOW to use them independently from one another.
They realize, for instance, that they
cannot correct a slowing of the desired rhythm and tempo by using
the sideways driving kg. Most important, leg-yield work makes riders
aware of the cooperative effect of
the aids and the way that they
should harmonize,

Introduction to the
Leg-Yielding Aids
In the legsield, the horse is basically kept straight. however, the inside rein is shortened and flexes the
horse slightly away from the direction o f movement—just enough
that the rider can see the top of the
inside eye and nostril. (This side is

lightness, and case of his move-

ments.
In kg-yield, t h e horse i s
straight (or almost straight, per
the III rule books definition), except for a slight Ihmion at the poll
away from the direction of movement, so that the rider is just able
to see the horse's inside eye and
nostril. The horse's inside legs
pass and cross in front of his outside legs. Legyielding can be per-

Gymnastic Benefits
of Leg-Yielding

referred to as the inside, regardless
Leg-yielding is an excellans gymnastic exercise for all

horses. Here U.S. Olympic eventing-team veteran Jill
Henneberg shows her skill during a dressage phase.

of whether the horse is facing the
rail or into the arena.) 'the outside
rein keeps the horse's neck straight
at the shoulder. The rider's weight is

shifted more onto the inside seat bone.
The rider's inside leg is moved a little
behind the girth to cause the horse to
step sideways and to cross over. The
rider's outside leg is behind the girth to
prevent the angle from becoming too
great. In principle, the inside aids create
and the outside aids receive. These concepts help to promote the rider's feel for
the effect of diagonal aids—from the inside leg to the outside rein.

even kick at the leg if it is too close to
their Banks. To teach the horse the correct response, it may be helpful to reinforce the leg aid occasionally with the
spur or the whip. Some horses learn very
well when they are first taught from the
ground to cross over when tapped with
the whip. Later, the trainer can apply the
handle of the whip at the correct place
on the horses rib cage, to make hint understand the purpose of the leg aid_After
the horse has become sensitized to the
aids and the rider has achieved excellent
Leg-Yielding Aids:
coordination, the line-tuning may he
The Fine Points
such that an almost imperceptible shiftBoth reins have to harmonize in such a ing of the rider's weight to the inside seat
way that the inside rein keeps the horse bone, together with a steady kg just
sufficiently flexed and supple in the slightly behind die girth, will produce
lower jaw and poll so as to avoid resist- the desired resulL
ance and stiffening in the neck. At the
In general, the rider's outside leg
same time, the outside rein prevents should be behind the girth to prevent
him from overbending his nedc and the horse's haunches from falling out.
'falling through the outside shoulder. Haunches that are falling out will cause
The correct use of both reins becomes too much angle when leg-yielding
more of an issue in the trot, when the along the rail or 'haunches leading'
added impulsion (which is lacking in when riding a diagonal line. I f your
the walk) makes it more difficult for the horse slows down, however, you may
rider t o keep the horse straight. have to move your outside kg closer to
Moreover, the rider must encourage the the girth to a forward driving position.
horse to reach somewhat forward anti
downward with his head and neck, and
then contain the horse's outline with Leg-Yielding Exercises
the outside rein. Doing so is especially 1. Head to the rail.This exercise is considered by some trainers to be the
important when leg-yielding in the
easiest method of introducing green
walk so that the horse's topline is alhorses or beginner riders to the leglowed to stretch and the horse becomes
yield because the rail provides an obmore relaxed and supple.
vious guideline for establishing the
When you shift your weight onto
correct angle (ideally, 35 degrees; alyour inside seat hone, your torso should
though 70 degrees may be more
remain perpendicular behind your
than sufficient at first). The shallower
horse's withers, Do not collapse your in
side hip or tilt your torso to the inside
angle will not induce much crossing
both of these faults will weaken the efof the legs but will allow the student
fectiveness of your outside kg. It may
to learn how to apply the aids withalso he helpful to move your inside
out overusing any single aid. The rail
shoulder slightly in the direction of
also helps the rider to be effective
your horse's inside hip, as doing so puts
with the outside rein without beadditional pressure on the inside seat
coming too restrictive. for the rail
bone and supports the inside-leg aid.
helps to keep the horse on the deYour inside kg should be brought a litsired track
tle behind the girth and used with suffilithe angle exceeds 45 degrees,
dem pressure to cause your horse to
most horses will bang their knees tostep sideways and to cross over. The aid
gether or step on their coronet
should be given just as your horse's inbands, causing them to slow down
side hind leg is about to leave the
or back up at best or to rear at worst.
ground. Your instructor may have to call
For these same reasons, base-narrow
out the precise moment so that you can
horses may have to be kept at a shallearn the Correct feel.
lower angle.
When working with green horses, it 2. From the quarter line to the rail.
may be necessary to position the inside
This variation is somewhat similar to
kg somewhat farther behind the girth to
a 20-degree angle along the rail. The
convey a clear message. However, some
drawback is that most horses are inhorses stiffen their bodies when the leg
dined to gravitate back to the rail,
is in an exaggerated position; others may
which causes them to fall though
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4.
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their outside shoulders unless their
riders are skilled enough to prevent
this from happening. I f the horse
does fall through his outside shoulder, his hind legs will lag behind and
there will be very little—if any—
crossing of the legs.
Haunches to the rail. This is more
challenging than leg-yielding with
the head to the rail. There still is a
clear guideline as to the correct
angle. but keeping it consistent is
more difficult and requires more
skill in the application of the diagonal aids. particularly the outside rein.
From the center line to the rail, or
vice versa. In this exercise, the horse
moves more or less parallel to the
rail; but his forehand should remain
slightly ahead o f his haunches.
Riding precisely from one letter to
another adds to the difficulty of the
movement.
Decreasing and increasing the
square. I n the small ( V meter)
arena, begin at the comer marker
and leg-yield toward the quarter line,
arriving opposite B or L. Straighten
the horse on the quarter line for one
horse's length (three to four steps);
and then leg-yield in the opposite direction back to the rail, arriving at
the next corner marker. In the standard (60 meter) arena, this pattern
may be ridden to the center line.
Both of these formats are similar to a
counter-change of hand.
Increasing the difficulty of movement 5. In the standard arena, kgyield hum the corner marker to the
quarter line; leg-yield back to B or F.;
and repeat the sequence. completing
the movement by the next comer
marker. Keep in mind that, before any
change of direction, the horse must
first be straightened. This exercise
contains the elemenesof azigzag and
also can be done on the center line
On a circle. This variation is probably the most effective format. The
added difficulty of staying on a
curved line induces a more pronounced crossing-over of the horses
inside hind leg and, as a result,
somewhat greater lowering of his inside hip. %Then attempting the legyield on a circle. it very quickly becomes obvious whether the rider's
aids are well coordinated: If they are
not, the horse will fall in and out on
the circle like a drunken sailor!
Leg-yielding on the circle as reschooling. Horses with very stiff
(cmanned opt page 37)
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JUNIOR/YOUNG RIDER
DRESSAGE-ACTIVITY CALENDAR
(official dates as of 4/3(01; check future issues of LISDF Conneatoo of the U.SDFsv•••et)
site for updates to this listing)

• Or/

DRESSAGE ARENA

USDF JuniorNoung Rider Regional Team Championships
REGION4: Dressage Lite, Mason City. IA, June 22
Contact: Lloyd Landkamer, (763) 420-2280; e-mail ilandkamereaolcom
REGION7: CDS Junior Championship. North, Rancho Murieta, CA.
August 9-12
Contact Mary Schrader. (415)479-3104; e-mail chuckschradereksprynetcom
REGION8: Northeast Junior Dressage Championships. Darien, CT,
August 113-19
Contact Debra Reinhardt. (203)264-2148:
e-mail debrareinhardteearthlink.net
2001 Junior Dressage Team Championships, presented
by NutramaxiCosequin and the AHSA
BayerALS. Equestrian Team festival of Champions, Gladstone, Ni. June 14-17
Contact: AHSA, (859) 258-2472; Web site www_ahsa.org
FEI North American Junior Dressage Championships
Batavia, OH. June 27-30
Contact: AH5A, (859) 258-2472; Web site i.w.w.ahsa.org
North American Young Riders Championships
Wadmorth. IL, August 7-12
Contact: USDF, (402) 434-8550, e-mail usdressagegusdf.org.

• Dressage Arenas
• Dressage Letters
• Hower Boxes
• Arena Accessories
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Introductory Special
ing a pas de deux (a routine for two

horses and riders) or a quadrille (four
horses and riders). If there aren't any pas
dedeux or quadrille classes at shows in
your area, ask the managers of shows or
fairs if they'd be interested in having
you give an exhibition ride.

12. Compete
Today, more L ISM' regions and CMOs

are offering junior-only shows. Look in
your GSM or regional newsletter for
more information. LISDIF also supports
the LISDI: Junior/Young Rider Regional
Team Championships in each region.
You don't have to qualify in order to take
pan in these competitions. (See 'Junior/

Young Ride/ Dressage-Activity Calenda(
above for more information.)

13. Horse Stuff

NewArenas & Accessories

www.dressagearenamet
14_ Game Girl (or Boy)

It wouldn't be summer without spending lots of lime with your horse. Just
being with him, learning his habits, and
helping out at the barn all help you to
become a better horse person.
Why not see if you can have a slumber party at the barn? (Of course, the
feasibility of this idea will depend on
the type of facility—and on whether the
bam's owners agree to the idea.) For
your safety as well as that of the horses,
all barn rules must be strictly observed
if you do 'sleep over' at the barii.

If you're a trivia buff, create your own
dressage-trivia game, based on popular
gamessuch as Trivial Pursuit, You Don't
Know lack, or the TV show -Who Wants
to be a Millionaire?' Use your imagination to make up challenging questions
and to create fun prizes_
Whether you select one of the above
ideas or use several of them this summer,
by fall you should be a more accomplished and well-rounded dressage rider.
PIUS, think of all the fun you'll have! CI

inside hind leg with the whip to encourage the horse to flex the joints.
Use frequent half halts to prevent
him from rushing away from the aids
and to accustom him gradually to the
work So that he will eventually relax
and swing through his back. Patience
and 'feel' are required, and it is important to give the horse frequent
breaks so that his muscles are not
overstressed.
When reschooling stiff horses, it is
advisable to consult an equine chiropractor to ensure that there is no un-

derlying physical problem that has
not been addressed. Often, chiropractic work along with the undersaddle gymnastic exercises lead to
significant improvement.
Instructors should not encourage
students to attempt this reschooling
work until they have developed educated seats. If a student does not possess sufficient skill, the instructor
should take over the reschooling
work, asking the student to remount
and feel the results after a successful
session. 0
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backs and necks require specialized
work to help them loosen the tight
musculature. They can benefit from
leg-yielding on a circle. However,
with this work, there is some significant deviation from the normal concept of leg-yielding. For example. the
horse's neck should be bent quite a
bit to the inside as much as necessar,,,,
to encourage longitudinal stretching
just in front of the withers, which will
result in complete relaxation of the
muscles of the underside of the neck
In addition, it is useful to activate the
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